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Technical Note No. G.YW.231

February, 1953

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHNT, FARNBOROUGH

A D.C. Angular Velocity Pick-off for Use on Gyroscopes

by

F.J. Woodcock, A..I.E.E.I, A.F.R.Ae.S.

SUIZ2IARM

This note describes an angular velocity pick-off for indicating
the rate of change of gimbal displacement of a free gyroscope over a
range of +300, to within +t7%, ith a sensitivity of 0.064 volts per
radian per second. The pick-off talms the form of a cylinder 0.9 inches
in diameter and 0.14 inches long.

The sensitivity could be increased by about 20% without increasing
the volume and it could be increased considerably more by a small increase
in volume: e.g. a I00% increase in sensitivity could be obtained ith
about 30% increase in size. Simple modifications may apparently be
incorporated to increase the accuracy and rage, or to alter the form
of indication so that the sensitivity increases with increasing gimbal

displacement.

Development is as yet inccmplete, but the construction and method
of operation are described and preliminary test rosults are given and
discussed.

As the arrangement of the magetic circuit appears to be an
efficient one for wide-angle transducers, brief consideration is given
to the possibility of using the unit as a torsional vibration piok-up
or as a torque motor.
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i Introduction

In some guided missile control systems it is necessary to obtain a
heading angle signal and also a rate of change of heading angle. This
is the case for example in the current C.T.V. I control system for use
with command link guidance. The heading angle is obtained from a poten-
tiometer which picks off the gimbal angle of a free gyroscope. This
signal is operated upon by phase advance circuits, but certain dis-
advantages are inherent in this method. The signal/noise ratio of the
potentiometer output is low as the output signal necessarily consists of
a number of discrete steps and is further distorted by variations in
contact resistance. The differentiating action of the phase advance
circuits on this output signal produces an intolerably low signal/noise
ratio at the amplifier output.

Perhaps the most direct method of overcoming this difficulty is
to reduce the noise generated by the pick-off. In this instance the
pick-off was a D.C. energised wire-wound potentiometer and appropriate
investigations were started.

It appeared that another possible method viould be to have two
'pick-offs on the gyroscope, one to provide a displacement signal and
the other to provide a velocity signal. The development of the present
velocity pick-off represents the first step in an attempt to find a
solution along these lines.

In the following sections, construction, operation and installation
are described and some preliminary test results given. These are dis-
cussed with the aid of a theoretical analysis of the magnetic circuit and
it is also shown that the unit might well form the basis of a torsional
vibration pick-up or a wide-angle torque motor.

2 Choice of Type of Pick-off

It was decided initially that the displacement signal wotuld continue
to be derived from the existing potentiometer and that the velocity pick-
off should fit into the then current gyro frame and gimbal sarstem (Air
Blast Gyroscope Type G.X7. I Mark 4) with the minimum of modification.

In addition the pick-off should

(a) need no extra power supply and have a minimum number of
connections;

(b) have a range of at least +30o, vrith the highest possible

sensitivity;

(c) cause negligible precession of the gyroscope;

(d) have a negligible time constant;

(e) be cheap to produce;

(f) have a high signal/noise ratio.

"4 With reference to (f), it is of interest to note that as the pick-off
output would already be a velocity signal, a lower signal/noise ratio could
be permitted than on a displacement signal.

The methods available for producing electrically a velocity signal
are not humerous: such signals axe usually obtained from an eleotromagnetic
generator, and it was decided that such a generator should form the basis
of the present pick-off, particularly in viewv of the above-listed require-
ments.

SECURITY INFORMATION
CONFIDENTIAL
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3 Construction

The pick-off consists essentially of

(a) permanent magnet with pole pieces;

(b) armature with pole pieces;

(c) armature coil.

Sketches of the permanent magnet together with its pole pieces are
given in Fig.1. The magnet is cylindrical and is made of sintered
Aloamax 3, polarized in the direction shown. The pole pieces are of
sintered soft iron. This unit Nvas made from a single cylindrical piece
of sintered material, the majority of the soft iron being removed by
turning and the magnet surface cleaned off by grinding. The brass insert
facilitates the mounting of the magnet and the light alloy cup provides a
protective housing.

The armature consists of a central cylindrical core and two pole
pieces as shown in Fig.2. The core forms an integral part of one pole
piece, thus leaving only one metal-to-metal joint in the magnetic circuit
of the armature. Both core and pole pieces are of Radicmetal.

The coil consists of 2,500 turns of 48 S.W.G. (0.0016 inch) enamelled
copper wire. This was former wound, taped and then fitted over the armature
core.

4 Method of Operation

In the following explanation leakage reluctances and magnetic non-
linearities are neglected and the reluctances of all ferromagnetic paths
axe assumed negligible compared with the air gap reluctances.

Fig. 3a shows the armature in its datum position. The gaps A , B ,

C and D between the armature pole pieces and magnet pole pieces then
have approximately equal reluctances and the permanent magnet flux has
trw similar parallel paths. One is from the N pole piece, via B and
A in series to the S pole piece, ond the other via D and C . Thus
no flux passes through the armature core and hence none links with the
coil.

With the armature fully deflected anti-clockwise as shown in Fig. 3b,
all the flux from the N pole piece passes across gap D , through the
armature core and via gap A to the S pole piece. In this position all
the flux links with the coil. Similarly, when the armature is fully
deflected clockwise all the flux again links with the coil but in the
reverse direction.

With the armature in any intermediate position the flux linking with
the coil is proportional to armature deflection, the direction of the flux
being determined by the directio of the deflection. Thus when the armature
is rotated over its full operating range with a uniform angular velocity,
the rate of change of flux linkages with the coil is constant and a constant
emf. is generated.

5 Installation

Before it is fitted to the unit the magnet assembly is magnetised
with the aid of the accessories shown in Fig.4. After magnetisation, but
before the assembly is withdrawn from the magnetiser, the tWo arouate
oepers are placed in position and left until the assembly is installed,

-5-
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i.e. until the armature provides a low reluctance path for the flux.
The light alloy cup is left in position during magnetisation: it is
comparatively thin and its reluctance is not significant unless the
magnetiser is weak. The non-magnetic spacers prevent compressive loads
that occur during magnetisation from distorting the magnet assembly.

To simplify the coil connections the armature is made to serve as
a stator and the magnet as a rotor, The inner bore of the~armature core
is counterbored and threaded to permit the armature assembly to be sorewed
onto the brass bearing housing, which protrudes slightly from the outer
gimbal. Correct orientation of the armature with respect to the outer
gimbal is necessary to enable the coil leads to be led away along slots
milled in the gimbal, and is obtained by the use of shimming vashers
between the armature and the gimbal.

The magnet assembly is attached to the inner gimbal bearing spigot
by force-fitting the brass insert onto the spigot. In the present appli-
cation the velocity pick-off is intimately associated with the potentio-
meter pick-off, the vriper of 'tich is fixed to the magnet assembly. The
adhesive plus an anodic film on the light alloy cup provide sufficient
insulation between the viper and the magnet.

Finally the pick-off is subjected to a demagnetising field to ensure
stability. The field strength may be somewhat arbitrary but it should
definitely be larger than any to which the pick-off is likely to be
subjected in practice.

The pick-off is shown installed on the outer gimbal in Fig.5(a).
As the pick-off was installed for test purposes only, the leads were
brought directly away from the outer gimbal. On a final version slip-
rings would of course be necessary.

Although the unit vras designed to fit on the outer gimbal to measure
inner gimbal velocity, the possibility of fitting it onto the frame to
measure outer gimbal velocity w as also considered and the unit is shown
installed for this fiunction in Fig.5(b). it vrill be seen that the pick-
off has been sandwiched between the standard potentiometer housing and
the &roscope frame. The housing is raised and carried on three supports
but is otherwise urmodified. The slip-ring assembly and potentiometer
wiper are mounted on top of the magnet assembly, the leads to the slip-
rings being brought up through a hole in the centre of the armature and
magnet.

The terminal blocks were attached for test purposes only. Also
seen in this photograph is a split pulley by which the gimbal was
rotated.

6 Test Results

6.1 Resistance and Inductance Measurements

6.11 D.C. resistance 1250 olns.

6.12 Inductance, measured with a Muirhead Type D-197-A impedance
bridge at 1000 Ws.

(a) Armature in datum position as in Fig. 3(a):-

L = 0.63henry at a Q of 1.58.

Therefore the total A.C. resistanoe at 1000 a/& is 2500 olbs,
and the iron loss resistance is (2500 - 1250) = 1250 ohms.

-6-
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(b) Armature as in Fig.3(b):-

L = 0.53 henry at a Q of 1.5.

Therefore the total A.C. resistance at ,1000 c/s is 2220 ohms,
and the iron loss resistance is (2220 - 1250) = 970 ohms.

6.2 Initial Checks on Sensitivity

These were made with the pick-off installed to measure inner gimbal
velocity.

Fig. 6(a) shows the equivalent circuit of the pick-off connected to
an oscillograph and Fig.7 shows typical records. Curve I of Fig.8 shows
the relevant part of a typical record plotted out on a larger scale.
Curve I of Fig. 9 shows the relationship between pick-off output and
velocity, the slope of the curve showing the sensitivity to be about

volts
0.02adi seond

6.3 Tests With Increased Magnetisation

The above-mentioned sensitivity vas unexpectedly low and it was
thought that this may have been due to inadequate magnetisation. The
pick-off had been magnetised after installation, and apparently the
reluctances of the air gaps that were necessarily present between the
pick-off and magnetiser pole pieces were too large to permit saturation
of the magnet. It was at this stage therefore that the accessories shown
in Fig.4 were introduced and saturation thus assured by magnetising prior
to installation. Curve 2 of Fig.9 illustrates subsequent test results,

the ensiivit of .038 volts
the sensitivity of 0.038 radiaseond representing an increase of 90%.

6.4 Tests With Increased MaAet Thickness

The sensitivity was further increased by fitting an assembly in
which the magnet thickness had been increased fran 0.030 inch to 0.050
inch, but hich was otherwise unmodified. The new value of sensitivityvolts
was found to be about 0.064 ravdiaMsecond ' a further increase of 6%.

This magnet was not retained for further tests hovever as it had been
slightly crac1ed vYilst being machined.

6.5 Unit Installed to Measure Outer Gimbal Velocity

To be certain that the unit could also be used to measure outer
gimbal velocity it was refitted as shown in Fig.5(b), and another series
of test runs then made, with the results shown by curve 3 of Fig.9.

7 Discussion of Results

7.1 Resistance and Inductance Measurements

These were made primarily to enable an approximate equivalent
cirmuit to be dravt for the pick-off.

The magnitude of the inductance is seen to depend upon the position
of the armature and although same difference may be expected it is not
quite clear why the inductance should be larger with the armature in its
datum position. A possible explanation is that Nith the armature in this
position the flux set up by the measuring equipment has a return path

-7-
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oonfined to soft iron, whereas with the armature fully deflected this
flux must traverse the permanent magnet material, which has a lower
permeability than the iron. The effective A. C. resistance is also
scmewhat lover when the measurement flux is forced to r eturn via the
permanent magnet material, presumably due to the higher resistivity
of the material.

It is considered that the iron loss resistanoe, which ms found
to be about 1000 ohms at 1000 c/s, may be ignored when considering the
equivalent circuit of the pick-off.

7.2 Natural Frequency, Resonant Frequency and Time Constant

Fig. 6(a) gives a reasonably complete equivalent circuit for the
pick-off under typical working conditions and Pig. 6(b) gives an apprmri-
mate general circuit. Referring to the latter we see that we may regard
the pick-off as a perfect generator cnbined with an output circuit having
a transfer funotion given by:-

R
C0  PC (1

ei - R. + pL
pCR+1

Simplifying: -

00 1 1 (2)
Ci LCX (24: )

The term within the brackets is reoogaisable as a standard form which
shows that the circuit will have a natural frequency given by

1fi (3)
fd =2nJLCI 22 '

d RC

t
and an exponential decay factor e MU i.e. a time constant cf 2RC.

To find the reanant frequency we consider steady-state conditions
only. Replacing p by jw in equation (1), here w 2xf ,and
raticnalising:-

e:,
Ao( _ 2CR) 2(+2L

It can be shown that the resonant frequency, i.e. the frequency at whioh
a
0 is a maximtm, is:-

ci
f _ j i i 1 (s)

fr 2% 2R2c2
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The above expressions for natural and resonant frequencies imply an
SI I

oscillatory circuit, i.e. that > -- or -- 2 respectively.

4RC 2RC

Considering the latter, the condition is that L < I . Substituting
2R C

L
values shown in Fig. 6 for L , C and R we get -- = 0.013 , thus

2R C
validating the assumption.

Evaluation of equations (3) and (5) gives 20,450 and 20,400 c/s
respectively, while the time constant 2RC equals 9.5 x 10-5 seconds.
It will be appreciated that all these values are of such a magiitude
that they may be neglected entirely.

While this conclusion is of course true only for the particular load
condition of Fig. 6, it is thought that similar conditions could usually
be obtained in practice.

7.3 Sensitivity

As shown in Appendix I the theoretical sensitivity S of the
pick-off is given approximately, in o.g.s. units, by

S= NFM G+ H(I +a2) abvolts (6)
a IG + Hi a 2a)]2

mbere G. (R (+ PU+R)

N = number of turns on the coil

= totl leaage reluctance, gilberts
maxwell

gilberts

1 = armature reluotanoe, 2mxwll

-9-
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Rd = datum gap reluctance, gilberts
maxwell

g where g , a 0 W and r are constants dependent
cWr
upon the geouetzy of the pick-off. They are defined in
Fig. 12.

w = displaoement of the armature, in radians. The pick-off
has a range of +a , therefore wtma x  = a

a = fractional displacement of the armature

F = recoil m.m.f. of the magnet i

Defined

Appendix I

= recoil reluctance of the magnet

In the following paragraphs equation (6) is considered firstly as
a general expression for the sensitivity of a pick-off of this type and
seoondly, in relation to the present pick-off.

7.31 General Sensitivity Equation

One characteristic of importance illustrated by equation (6) is
the dependence of the sensitivity on 'a' , the fractional displacement
of the armature. The degree of dependence is in turn governed primarily
by Rp , the armature reluctance. 'When Rp = 0 the sensitivity is
oompletely independent of armature position.

If then a constant sensitivity is required, the armature should,
if possible, be fabricated from a single piece of metal: even faced
matal-to-metal joints smetimes contribute an appreciable reluctance.

The degree to which sensitivity is dependent on armature displace-
ment is also governed to some extent by RM and Rd . R should be
small, thus 1 and R- should be smalI. For a given magnet
material 1i is, however, invariable. Although from this point of view
Rd shoula as large as possible, this, as we shall see later, is
undesirable in other respects.

As an alternative it may be an advantage in some control systems
to have a velocity term niioh increases with armature displaoement.
Pigs.7 and 8 show experimental and theoretical examples cf the type of
increase that may be expected. It will be seen that not only does the
sensitivity inorease ith displacement but that the rate of change of
sensitivity also increases. If then such increases are desirable they

* may be achieved by controlling the armature reluctance. This is not
liely to modify substantially the sensitivity at the datum position,
as we may see by putting wt = 0 in equation (6):-

-10-
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s. = -1 (7)

and noting that in a practical case it is probable that Rp << and

- << J

The ratio of the two extreme values of sensitivit. may be obtained
by making the appropriate substitutions in equation (6):-

s --- a (I + k)-(, 2k) (8)

J Wt=0

*ere

k =F? HM
Rd (1p+ PM+ Rda)

Por further discussion it is convenient to assume that a constant
sensitivity is required and that P? I the ama are reluotance, is
negligibly mall. Putting Rp = 0 in equation (7) gives:-

S - U (P+ (9)I d))

By making use of the substitutions for F. and M given under equation
(6,equation (9) may be rewritten:-

a N (o)

If, as may be expeoted in practioe, "d << Pj, then equation (10)
illustrates three notewortby points:-

(a) An appreciably low leakage reluctance ill not greatly affect
the sensitivity.

(b) If, on the other hand, the leakage reluctance is high, large
percentage differences in the radial length of the working gap will have
little effect on sensitivitj.

-Il-
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(c) If the leakage reluctance is high the sensitivity may be
expressed without any great error as:-

S =, = (11)

where (p = total magnet flux.

If the pick-off volume is limited, so that the magnet thickness may be

increased only at the expense of armature coil thickness, then equation
(ii) is useful as a guide to the optimum proportions of copper and magnet
material. This optimum may be found by determining the maximum value of
the product Np . For a given magnet material 9M is proportional to
the cross-sectional area of the magnet, and if the effective width of the
maget is assumed constant then it is proportional to thickness.

Hence,

= K1  ~ T0 (12)

T + To K2

where T = magnet thickness

T = coil thickness

K1 ,K2  are constants

The maximn value of sensitivity as determined frnm equations (11) and (12)
occurs hen T = TC

7.32 Aplication of the General Equation to the Present
Pick-off

Consider now the above discussion in relation to the present
pick-off.

The theoretical sensitivity may be obtained by inserting into
equation (6) the values appropriate to the present unit, vhich are:-

SN = 2500 turns

g = 0.006 an

r - 0.9 m

a = 0.75 radian

-12-
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3720 gilberts, assuming that the effective length of the
magnet = I am

= 3.48 gilberts/maxwell. This is for a magnet of 0.0762 era
(0.030 inch) thicness and assumes an effective magnet cross
section of 0.1 sq.cm.

= 0.00319 gilberts/maxwell

= - i.e. leakage fluxes are neglected

The values for F1 and I are of necessity very approximate as
they involve estimations of the effective length and cross-section of the
magnet. The value for FM also involves the estimation of the position
of the recoil loop. The value for Rp assumes that the effective length
of the air gap at the metal-to-metal joint is 0.0019 cn, a value based on
some figures quoted by Roters I .

Curve 2 of Fig. 8 illustrates graphically the evaluation of equation
(6) for various armature deflections. The output with the armature in its
datum position is calculated to be 1 .7 volts, which is in good agreement
with the experimental value of 1.8 volts. This must be considered some-
what fortuitous, hovmver, in vievt f tho approximations for F. , RI and
RL noted above.

Asymmetry in the experimental curve (curve I of Fig.8) is probably
due to dimensional asymmetry in the air gaps. Nevertheless, it may be
seen that over a range of +300 the output may be assumed to be proportional
to velocity within +6.9% -

The fact that the output from the pick-off is less dependent on
armature position than the calculations predict, appears to show that the
value assumed for armature reluctance was too high. On the other hand,
using this assumed value for armature reluctance, evaluation of equation
(8) for the present unit gives a ratio of sensitivities:-

S

4 1.5 (13)
'1t=o

The average experimental value, however, obtained fran a number of curves
similar to those of Fig.7, was found to be 1.8, which tends to show that
the assmed axmatire reluctance was too low. Although there appears at
first to be a contradiction here, it should be remnbered that as a- 1
fringing and changes in the flux density in the air gap can no longer be
neglected.

Consider now the simplified expression of equation (10). R and
Rd are taken as 3.48 and 0.022 c.g.s. units respectively. Thus:-

(a) The difference in sensitivity betwoon the ideal case when
R .L and the case vfon RL  is as low as, say, 1.0 0.g.s. unit, is

(b) If the leakalp reluctance is eonsidored high enough to be
gleoted, then doubling the present radial length of air gap
0o6 -* 0012 cn) produces <1% change in sensitivity.

-ID
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(a) Magnets of two different thicknesses, 0.030 inch and 0.050 inch,.
were tried without modifying the coil thickness. The thicker one was
found to give a proportional increase in sensitivity (see Section 6.4).

The effective thickness of the armature coil was about 0.07 inch.
If the available space was shared equally between maaet and coil then

the expected increase in sensitivity would be 100 (x *> I]

7.4 Reaction Between Moving Parts

As magnetic circuits tend to rearrange themselves so as to include
the least reluctance, the armature of the present pick-off will tend to
return to its datum position. As shown in Appendix I, the torque involved
is given approximately, in c.g.s. units, by

2
Torque aI~ M ( + ) dyne cm (4

4xa RKd
5

where

5  Ld++ Rd~~1-)

and the other symbols are as defined in Section 7.3, pages 9 and 10.

It may be seen from equation (14) that the torque is zero when the
armature is in its datum position and that it increases almost in proportion
to the deflection.

The significance of the armature reluctance is further emphasized by
equation (I): as the armature reluctance approaches zero so the torque
approaches zero and the torque displacement charaoeristio approaches a
straight line. The slope of this characteristic may be considered as the
stiffness of an "electrical spring".

I A giide to the maximum torque that will be exerted by the present
pick-off may be obtained by putting a = I in equation (14), together
with the values given in Section 7.32. This gives a torque of 382 dyne cm
and it can be shown that, assuming a rotor speed of 24,000 r.p.m., this
will cause the Mark 4 gyroscope to process at about 1 0 /minute.

Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain a reliable check on
this figure as the perfcomance of the Wrroscope without the pick-off was

not known sufficiently accurately. It should be noted that

(a) this figure is a maximm and it assumes a value for R.
which may be too high (see Section 7.32);

(b) the precession rate may be reduced by reducing Rp

7.5 Operating Flux Densities

Prom equatin(I.16) of Appendix I we may see that the flux through
the armature in its flally deflected position is

-14-
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pFM maxwlls (15)

1P~ + P1+ Rd

Substituting the values assumed in Section 7.32:-

TP = 1060 maxn-els (16)

This flux passes through an armature of varying cross-section,
the smallest value being about 0.18 sq. cm, giving a maximum flux density:-

1,060

Bp(max.) - 0.18 5900 gauss (17)

This value is relatively low and it is reasonable to suppose that a
further increase in sensitivity could be obtained by reducing the cross-
section of the ferromagnetic parts and correspondingly increasing the
number of turns on the coil. A consideration of the present pick-off
leads to the conclusion that such a redesigi would increase the sensi-
tivity by 20- 3% .

A similar theoretical check of various other parts of the magnetic
circuit shows that there wuld be little extra to gain from farther
dimensional adjustments.

8 Applications

8.1 Velocity Pick-off

The demand for a pick-off of this type is dependent initially on
the demand for D.C. servo-systems. Mihen such systems are required it
may be worth giving consideration to the following methods of producing
a velocity signal:-

(a) The use of a gyroscope having a mechanical response propor-
tional to velocity (i.e. a 'rate' gyro) and fitted with a displacement
pick-off.

(b) The use of a shaping circuit to operate on a displaoement

signal obtained from a free gyroscope.

(o) The use of a velocity piok-off fitted to a free gyrosoope.

A rigid ocmparison of these methods is impossible as much depends
on the particular circumstances in which they are required to function,
but some features may be noted here:-

One disadvantage of this method is that normally two Wroscopes
and two pick-offs are required, one of each to provide a displaoement
signal and one of each to provide a velocity signal. Another dis-
advantage is that the final value of the veloaLty term is reached only
after a significant delay.

-15-
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Consider for example the response of a rate gyroscope to a step
function velocity input. It can be shown that the build up of the

ni
velocity term is of the form e- , where h is the damping
factor expressed as a ratio of critical damping and w_ is the undamped
natural frequency of the gimbal suspension. To reduce the delay Wn
should be as high as possible, but increases in w are accompanied by
rapid decreases in the magnitude of the output, vhich is inversely
proportional to w 2 . In turn, such decreases accentuate the difficulties
of providing a suitable pick-off, particularly one which is D.C. energised.
Although the delay may be reduced by increasing h , it is not possible to
increase it much above 0.7 without appreciably reducing the operating
frequency range of the gyroscope. In addition, when h < I the velocity
signal vrill have a spurious oscillation superimposed on it.

One advantage of this method is that the displacement signal remains

unadulterated.

Method (b)

This method has the advantage of needing only one gyroscope, one
pick-off and a simple shaping circuit. If we regard the output of the
shaping circuit as consisting of two components, one proportional to
displacement and one proportional to velocity, then it is found that the
displacement term is attenuated and the velocity term subject to a delay.

Consider for example the elementary circuit of Fig. 13, and assume
again a step function velocity input. The displacement term is attenuated

R 
I

by a factor G , where G=R, + , and the build up of the velocity

t

term is of the form (I - e T),where T1 = 0 If an attempt is
made to reduce the delay by reducing T1  it is founc that the magnitude
of the velocity term is reduced, while reductions in G reduce both
displacement and velocity terms.

As noted earlier another disadvantage of this method is that the

signal/noise ratio is reduced by the shaping circuit.

Metod(o)

Assuming again that both velocity and displacement signals arerequired this method calls for one gyroscope and two pick-offs.

It may be difficult to obtain a range of > +900 for the velocity
pick-off and this may be a disadvantage for some applications. Also,
the complexity of the gyroscope is samewhat increased by the addition
of the second pick-off, and in the present instance the magnitude of the
velocity term may be considered too snall. It is reasonable to suppose,
however, that in many applications space would permit the volume, and
hence the sensitivity, to be inoreased to several times the present figure.
Alternatively, as the pick-off output is reasonably free frcm noise it may
be possible to amplify it.

Consideration of current rate gyroscopes and shaping circuits shows
that the time delays and other undesirable characteristics of methods (a)
and (b) are of significance. With the present velocity pick-off, however,
it vas shown in Section 7.2 that, although strictly at least a second
order qystem, provided that it is loaded with a high impedance it may be
regLrded as a pure generator.
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As with method (a) the displaoement signal remains unadulterated.

8.2 Torsional Vibration Pick-up

Another possible use for the magnetio circuit arrangement used in
this unit is as the basis for a torsional vibration. pick-up. The output

voltsof 0.064 radiasoond of the present unit compares very favourably

volts
with the output of 0.090 radian/second of the carrent LA.EZ torsional
vibration pick-up, although the volume of the latter is many times as
great. The range of the present unit is also several times greater but
it is doubtful whether this increase is in itself of much value, although
it may be possible to sacrifice it to the advantage of other charaoteristioe.

8.3 Torque Motor

The transducing action of the pick-off is of course reversible and
by passing a current through the coil the unit may be used as a wide-angle
miniature torque motor.

Equation (1.32) of Appendix I provides a general expression for the
torque output of a device of this nature. An expression for the torque
with the armature central may be obtained by putting a = 0 in this
equation:-

(FMFI -P , dyne cm (18)

d

This may be evaluated for the present unit by assuming various currents
and substituting the values given in Section 7.32 for the other paramters.
As a check, assuming a current through the armature coil of, say, sA,
we get:-

Ta=0  = 2.85 grms.wt.am

In practice a current of 9iA was found to produoe a torque of between
3 and 3.5 grms.wt.cm.

It was noted in Section 7.32 that the value assumed for armature
reluctance appeared to be too high and it is of interest to note that a
lower assumed value would also give a more accurate prediction of T8--0
It should also be noted that equation (18) assumes linear flux-curret
relationships.

As a torque of 3.0 grm.om appears small it is pertinent here to
point out that

(a) the volume of the unit is <3.0 ou.cm;

(b) as a torque motor the operating range is up to ±45e;V

(o) the torque is obtained with a power dissipation of 0.1 watt;

(d) if the unit is fed from a source of zero internal Impedance
the time constant involved, as given by is about
0.5 millisec.

-17-
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The coil may be centre-tapped to permit the unit to be used as a
differential torque motor.

Fig.14 shows a suggested arrangement for a torque motor. It
consists essentially of two -units "back to back", one advantage of this
arrangement being that with the magnet positioned in the centre of the
device, the leakage flux is reduced to a minimum.

9 Conclusions

Development of this unit is as yet incomplete but it appears to
present an efficient magnetic circuit arrangement for use in wide-angle
transducers_

Considering the unit as a velocity pick-off, it has been noted
that it should be possible, by simple dimensional changes, to increase
the sensitivity and range, and reduce the variation of sensitivity with
angle. Alternatively the sensitivity may be made to increase as the
angular displacement increases by specifically introducing reluctance
into the armature.

Canpared with a wire-wound potenticmeter it has a very snooth
output. This output may therefore be operated on with less deterioration
in the signal/noise ratio.

When the armature is displaced from its datum position a small
restoring torque is exerted on it. This is not likely to be serious,
but should it appear so the torque may be reduced by reducing the
armature reluctance.

It has not yet been possible to test the effect of specific
dimensional asymmetries in the air gaps, or of missile accelerations.

As a torsional vibration pick-up or as a torque motor this unit
appears to have advantages over existing versions.

The bi-metal sintering process reduces leakage and unwanted circuit
reluctances, but the method used to manufacture the present magnet assembly
is not acnpletely satisfactory for such small units, as it calls for
unusual machine shop techniques.
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APPENMX I

Sensitivity and Torque Calculations

In the following paragraphs recoil parameters are defined and used
to establish equations for armature and air gap fluxes. Fram these
equations expressions are derived for sensitivity and torque. C.g.s.
units are used unless otherwise stated.

To ensure stability it is usual to subject a permanent magnet to
a demagnetising field considerably greater than any it is likely to
encouter in practice. The magnet is then in effect working on a recoil
loop.

The magnets used in this pick-off were of sintered Alcanax 3 and
the relevant quadrant of the B-H curve for this material is given in
Fig.1O(a). This curve may be used for a magnet of specific dimensions
by converting it to a flux-m.m.f. curve, Fig.10(a) also shows a typical
recoil loop. The slope of the earn value of this loop, i.e. the slope
of C.D., is roughly the same as that of the demagnetisation curve at
H = 0 . The loop may vithout any great loss of accuracy be replaced by
the line C.D. and the projection of this line onto the m.m.f. scale
provides a useful fictitious parameter, the "recoil open circuit" m.m.f.
for the magnet. This is illustrated in principle by Fig.10(b). Thus as
long as the magnet is operating at some point along the line C.D ., it
may be considered as a linear claent with a constant internal permeance
given by the slope of C.D., and a "recoil" m.m.f, given 1r O.E.

We thus have a direct analogy 7ith electrical circuits and using
electrical symbols the magnetic circuit of the pick-off may be represented
as shown in Fig.11(a).

It should be noted that Fig.t1 (a) is an idealized circuit in which
air gap flux densities are assumed to be independent of annature position
and uniform throughout each gap. Also the reluctances of the ferrous

parts of the circuit are considered negligible compared. with those of
the air gaps, and flux is assuned to be proportional to current.

Although naninally the arnature itself contains no air gap, it
cannot be ignored as it contains a metal-to-metal joint -vfhich may have
an appreciable reluctance.

In Fig.1(a):-

=recoil m.m.f. of the magnet

* = recoil reluctance of the magnet

= total leakage reluctance

= reluctance of the armature

R = reluctances of the working gaps A, B ,C and D
A,B,C,D (see Fig.3)

-20-
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Assuming syxnetry, 1 mand P)= RA . Also, RL may be taken
into account by the use of 'a mo~fied.reooil m.z.f. (P ) anid reluctance

().This permits the oircuit to be sip~ied to a~t of Fig. 11 (b) in

and

RM4RL

Sflux.through.R

This'circuit also' includes, an additional eleme~nt, vdiiichi
represents 'the m.z.f. created when a current flaws throgh the azmature
oil, and is introduced in order to generalise. When the unit is oan-

sidered as a velocity pick-off P.4 0 ,provided the load on the pick-off
is of high isipedanice.F

Assuming the existence of ciroulating fluxes- 4pi
we mnay write down 'the following for Fig.11(b):- 3 V 2

"OA ( 37 1l (U.3)

9 P'P (1.7)
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(P3 R+ &p-(P ) RA+ (93-P2) - F (1.)

These equations may be solved to give

(A = -I (.9)

__ _X

FF (P - FM ( + Ri)

Fjj(RA -RB) - FF (RA +PB + 2 P) (.

where

K = (2 (RA R B + Rp ) + (Rp + RM) (RA+ RB)

We will first consider the unit as a velocity pick-off and proceed
to find a general expression for its sensitivity.

When FF = 0 ,

F
= (RA - R) ma=nclls (1.12)

Expressions for the gap reluctances, RA and RB , in terms of the
pick-off dimensions may be found by referring to Fig.12. From this:-

R _ glberts (1.13)
d Wra maxwell

A =maxwell

gilberts (.5

RB max~VM1l

-22-
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Making use of these substitutions, equation (1.12) beones

eF
M maxwells (1

r R~Y 2
a [(RP + %+Rd) +~ I P a

If N = number of turns on armature coil and = wt, thaen the total
flux linkages are

N it F I.)
WIP N maxwell turns (1.17)

The e.m.f. generated is given by d (N) and the sensitivity 8
by at P

S d (N abvolts (1.18)

~Jdt P raian/second

Evaluation of equation (1.18) gives

a= -- = fractional isplaoennt of the araue

We next pzoceed to find a eneral expression fcr the torsional
reaction between the moving parts.

It can be shorI that the tangential force at a variable air ga

wash as exists in the present unit is

H- e. (1.20)

S=g
wreto between.acs the gapt.

-23-
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Thus referring to Fig.3, the force at gaps A and B will be

2

PA =  - des (1.21)

FB2 w
= B - (1.22)

-~ dynes

The nett force,

-P" = (F F ) dynes , (1.23)

and the nett torque,

r (P - PA)  dyne m (1.24)

Owing to the existenoce of a similar torque at gaps C and D the total
torque T will be

T = 2r(PB PA)=-- (B 2 _ FA2 ) dyneczn (1.25)

Also,

FB = % gU berts, (1.26)

and

FA = (A RA gilberts (1.27)

It is convenient at this stage to express RA and i - in terms

oif R , the reluotance of each gap with the armature at its datum

position, and a , the fractional displacement of the armature. Thus

using equation (1.13), equation (I.11) becomes

RA = , Rd gilbers (1.28)W (1 77) -1a) maxwn

*tore a =-

-24-
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Similarly equation (1.15) beccmes

Ra gilberts (.29)

RB (I- a) maxwell (.9

Substituting equations (I.10), (1.9), (1.28) and (I.29) into (1.26) and
(1. 27) :-

[[ere
2 = 2 (+ a). + ] T (7 P+) [(1+7a T, :zy]

Substituting equations (1.13), (1.30) ar: (1.31) into equation (1.25) and
simplifying: -

T [ -a2  3  4 ) 2

there

Rd

K =

This is the complete expression for torque, applicable %hen the unit is
used as a torque motor. If Rp may be neglected it may be simplified
to

.= 4.(R +,) [ PFF-aFF 2 P ] (1.33)

-25-
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Equations (1.32) and (1.33) may also be used to calculate torque
reaction if it is required to use the unit as a rate pick-off loaded
with a low impedance. For a velocity w

x A gilberts (i.34)

Z 910

where Z = total resistance in arnature coil circuit in ohms.

Putting FF = 0 gives the following expression for torque suitable
for use when the unit is used as a rate pick-off loaded vth a hii
impedance:-

T 1- dyne cm (1.35)
FF=0 1+taX52(1Rd4 5

nere

K [Rd+= MR 25 M Rd ( -a)

Note that T * 0 as either Rp or a - 0 . Equation (I.35)

may also be rearranged to provide an expression which may be regarded
as the stiffness of the "electrical spring":-

FP~M- -p + yea (1.36)aa 1+ x 2 y 2 Rd radian

5

Finally, attention is drawn to the assumptions inherent in the
formulae established above. These formulae must therefore be used with
discretion if quantitative accuracy is required.
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